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And even if you don't want a
compiler, you can run Linux from

within Windows.Q: Java sockets. How
to set Read timeout with TCP

Streams. I'm writing a client/server
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application in Java with TCP Streams.
How should I handle my read timeout

in case a packet arrives after the
timeout? What should I do about it?
A: I would let a timeout occur, and

save it as a packet in the buffer, and
treat it as a new packet for

subsequent processing. My library
does something like this, it saves the

exception, and returns a pre-
populated Packet, so if there was a

timeout it won't have to do anything
about it. EDIT - So I'd do something
like this, but have to make sure that
the readData function is thread safe
and non blocking - but just copy the
data in and overwrite the old packet

if there was a timeout, and you
should be okay. ReadPacket
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myPacket; boolean timeout = false;
... try { myPacket =

stream.readPacket(); } catch
(SocketTimeoutException e) {

timeout = true; } if (timeout) { //
read timeout occured, so copy data
and then reset the packet to null }

else { // copy data in }
stream.readData(myPacket); The

trick is readPacket() being a blocking
function, and you can't just call it

because you are reading from a TCP
socket. 1. Field of the Invention The

present invention relates to the art of
cordless telephone having a mobile

telephone in a hand set. More
particularly, the present invention

relates to a cordless telephone with a
hand set that includes a radio base
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unit for controlling a cordless
extension unit. The hand set also

includes a reduced number of keys
for operating the radio base unit. The

hand set includes a selection key
which can be used to control the
radio base unit. 2. Description of
Related Art The art of cordless

telephone is well developed with
different types of cordless telephone,
such as a land line connected type, a
line connected type and a cordless

type. The most common type of
cordless telephone is the line

connected type. In this type, a pair of
hand sets can be connected to a

radio base unit. More than one radio
base unit 6d1f23a050
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